An arrangement of k-semilines in the Euclidean (projective) plane or on the 2-sphere is called a k-fan if all semilines start from the same point. A k-fan is an α-partition for a probability measure µ if µ(σ i ) = α i for each i = 1, . . . , k where {σ i } k i=1 are conical sectors associated with the k-fan and α = (α 1 , . . . , α k ). The problem whether for a given collection of measures µ 1 , . . . , µ m and given α = (α 1 , . . . , α k ) there exists a simultaneous α-partition by a k-fan was raised and studied in [3] in connection with some partition problems in Discrete and Computational Geometry 1 . The set of all α = (α 1 , . . . , α m ) such that for any collection of probability measures µ 1 , . . . , µ m there exists a common α-partition by a k-fan is denoted by A m,k . It was shown in [3] that the interesting cases of the problem are (m, k) = (3, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4). We prove, as a central result of this paper, that A 3,2 = {(s, t) ∈ R 2 | s+ t = 1 and s, t > 0}. The result follows from the fact that under mild conditions there does not exist a Q 4n -equivariant map f :
Introduction
A k-fan p = (x; l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k ) on the sphere S 2 consists of a point x, called the center of the fan, and k great semicircles l 1 , . . . , l k emanating from x. It is always assumed that semicircles in a k-fan p = (x; l 1 , . . . , l k ) are enumerated counter clockwise, in an agreement with the standard orientation on the ambient 2-sphere. Sometimes it is more convenient to use the notation p = (x; σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ k ), where σ i is the open angular sector between l i and l i+1 , i = 1, . . . , k.
Here we adopt the circular order 1 ≺ 2 ≺ . . . ≺ k ≺ 1 of indices and their addition "modulo k", so for example σ k is the open angular sector between l k and l 1 = l k+1 . Let µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ m be Borel probability measures on S 2 . We assume in this paper that all measures µ j are proper in the sense that µ j ([a, b]) = 0 for any circular arc [a, b] ⊂ S 2 and that µ j (U ) > 0 for each nonempty open set U ⊂ S 2 . All the results, appropriately reformulated, can be extended by a standard limit argument to more general measures, including the counting measures of finite sets, see [3] , [27] , [28] for related examples.
Let (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α k ) be a vector of positive real numbers where α 1 +α 2 +. . .+α k = 1. Following [3] , but taking into account our simplifying assumptions that we deal only with proper mea-sures, we say that a k-fan (x; l 1 , . . . , l k ) together with the associated conical sectors σ 1 , . . . , σ k is an α-partition for the collection {µ j } m j=1 of measures if µ j (σ i ) = α i for all i = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, . . . , m. Note that for more general measures, say for the weak limits of proper measures, instead of the equality ν(σ i ) = α i one could use a pair of inequalities ν(σ i ) ≤ α i ≤ ν(σ i ). Definition 1.1. A vector α ∈ R k is called admissible, or more precisely (m, k)-admissible, if for any collection of m (proper) measures on S 2 , there exists a simultaneous α-partition. The collection of all (m, k)-admissible vectors is denoted by A m,k .
Problem ( [3] ): Find a characterization of the set A m,k or at least describe some of its nontrivial properties. Equivalently, the problem is to decide for what combinations of m, k and α ∈ R k one can guarantee that for any collection of measures M = {µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ m }, there exist an α-partition for M.
The analysis given in [3] shows that the most interesting cases for the problem of the existence of α-partitions are (m, k) = (3, 2), (2, 3) , (2, 4) . In the case (m, k) = (3, 2) it was shown that
In this paper we prove, Theorem 6.2, that A 3,2 = {(s, t) ∈ R 2 | s + t = 1 and s, t > 0}. 2 The candidate space/test map paradigm Imre Bárány and Jiři Matoušek demonstrated in [3] that the problem of α-partitioning of mmeasures on S 2 by a spherical k-fan can be in a very elegant way reduced to the problem of the existence of equivariant maps. Bárány and Matoušek introduced, for a given positive vector α = ( a 1 n , a 2 n , . . . , a k n ) ∈ 1 n Z k ⊂ Q k , a D 2n -invariant, linear subspace arrangement A = A(α) = A k m (α) of (W n ) ⊕(m−1) , where W n := {x ∈ R n | x 1 + . . . + x n = 0} and D 2n is the dihedral group of order 2n. They showed that an α-partition exists if there does not exist a D 2n -equivariant map f : V 2 (R 3 ) → (W n ) ⊕(m−1) \ ∪A, from the Stiefel manifold V 2 (R 3 ) ∼ = SO(3) of all orthonormal 2-frames in R 3 to the complement M (A) := (W n ) ⊕(m−1) \ ∪A of the arrangement A.
Here is a brief outline of this construction. One starts with the definition of the candidate or configuration space X µ 1 which is constructed with the aid of the first measure µ 1 . By definition q = (x; l 1 , . . . , l n ) ∈ X µ 1 if and only if µ 1 (σ i ) = 1 n for each i = 1, . . . , n. In other words X µ 1 is the collection of all n-fans on the sphere which form an equipartition of the first measure µ 1 . Note that q = (x; l 1 , . . . , l n ) ∈ X µ 1 is uniquely determined by the pair (x, l 1 ) or equivalently the pair (x, y), where y is the unit tangent vector to l 1 at x. Hence, the space X µ 1 is homeomorphic to the Stiefel manifold V 2 (R 3 ) ∼ = SO(3) of all orthonormal 2-frames, respectively all orthonormal, positive 3-frames in R 3 .
In order to check how far is a n-fan q ∈ X µ 1 from being an equipartition for the measure µ j , j ≥ 2, one introduces a test map f j : X µ 1 → R n by f j (q) = (µ j (σ 1 ) − 1 n , . . . , µ j (σ n ) − 1 n ), where as before σ i is the sector on the sphere bounded by l i and l i+1 . Taken together, the maps {f j } m j=2 define a test map F :
Sometimes it is convenient to interpret the target space (R n ) ⊕(m−1) as the space Mat (m−1)×n (R) of all (m − 1) by n matrices. Note also that Im(f j ) ⊂ W n := {x ∈ R n | x 1 + . . . + x n = 0} which implies that the matrix F (q) has an additional property that the entries in each row add up to zero. The column decomposition
is seen as a vector subspace in each of spaces
The dihedral group D 2n , defined as the group generated by E and J subject to the relations
acts on R n , W n and similarly on linear spaces Mat (m−1)×n (R) and W
The group D 2n acts also on the configuration space X µ 1 by E(x; l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l n ) = (x; l 2 , . . . , l n , l 1 ), J(x; l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l n ) = (−x; l 1 , l n , . . . , l 2 ).
Perhaps the action of J appears more natural if expressed as
where σ i are the sectors on S 2 associated to the n-fan (x; l 1 , . . . , l n ). The following proposition doesn't require a proof.
Let us associate to each vector α = ( a 1 n , . . . , a k n ) a space L = L(α) ⊂ (W n ) ⊕(m−1) ⊂ Mat,
where z i : Mat → W n are the linear maps defined by
and x j : Mat → L j are projections on the corresponding column spaces.
Let A = A(α) be the smallest D 2n -invariant, linear subspace arrangement in (W n ) ⊕(m−1) which contains L(α). Hence, A(α) is the arrangement which contains all subspaces of the form L g (α) := g(L(α)), g ∈ D 2n , together with their intersections.
n , a 2 n , . . . , a k n ) ∈ R k be a vector such that all a i are positive integers and a 1 + . . . + a k = n. Let us suppose that there does not exist a D 2n -equivariant map F :
Then, α ∈ A m,k , or in other words for any collection {µ j } m j=1 of (proper) measures on S 2 , there always exists a k-fan which α-partitions each of the measures µ i . Remark 2.3. The "configuration space/test map" scheme, used by Bárány and Matoušek in the α-partition problem, has been successfully applied on numerous problems in discrete geometry and combinatorics. The review papers [2] , [6] , [16] , [27] , [29] , [30] provide more information and give references to the original papers where these ideas were introduced and developed. This method continues to serve as a central guiding principle for applying topological methods in discrete problems.
The change of the group and equivariant maps
If G acts on a space X, say on the left, and H ⊳ G is a normal subgroup, then the quotient group Q := G/H acts on the orbit space X/H by gH(Hx) := H(gx). For example if the cyclic group G = Z/2n ∼ = {1, ω, . . . , ω 2n−1 } acts freely on S 3 , then there is an induced action of
A Q-space Z is also seen as a G-space via the obvious homomorphism ρ : G → Q where for g ∈ G and z ∈ Z, g · z := ρ(g)z.
The following proposition is a topological analogue of the well known "extension of scalars" equivalence from homological algebra, [7] Section III.3. Proof: The obvious quotient map p : X → X/H is G-equivariant. As before the Q-space X/H is automatically a G-space via the homomorphism ρ : G → Q. If β : X/H → Z is Q-equivariant, it is also G-equivariant and the composition α := p • β : X → Z is G-equivariant. Conversely, if α : X → Z is a G-equivariant map then, in light of the fact that H-acts trivially on Z, there is a factorization α = p • β for some β : X/H → Z, i.e. β(Hx) = α(x) for each x ∈ X. It is easily checked that β is Q-equivariant, β(gH · Hx) := α(gx) = gα(x) = gβ(Hx) = (gH)β(Hx).
In this paper we pay a special attention to the class of generalized quaternion groups, [8] p. 253, which are also known as binary dihedral groups. Let S 3 = S(H) = Sp(1) be the group of all unit quaternions. Let ǫ = ǫ 2n = cos π n + i sin π n ∈ S(H) be a root of unity generating a subgroup of S(H) of order 2n. Then Q 4n = {1, ǫ, . . . , ǫ 2n−1 , j, ǫj, . . . , ǫ 2n−1 j} is a subgroup of S 3 of order 4n called the generalized quaternion group. It is easily checked that Q 4n is isomorphic to the group freely generated by ǫ and j subject to the relations ǫ n = j 2 ǫjǫ = j.
Let H = {1, ǫ n } = {1, −1} ⊂ Q 4n and let D 2n be the associated quotient group D 2n = Q 4n /H. Then D 2n is easily found to be isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 2n. Moreover, since Q 4n /H ⊂ S 3 /H ∼ = SO(3), we identify D 2n with a subgroup D ′ 2n of SO(3). The following well known description of the homomorphism θ : S 3 → SO(3) will help us give a more transparent picture of the group D ′ 2n . Given q ∈ S 3 , the isometry θ(q) ∈ SO(3) is described by θ(q)x = qxq where x ∈ R 3 ∼ = Im(H). If q = cos α + u sin α, where 0 ≤ α ≤ π, and u ∈ Im(H), then θ(q) has a geometric description as the positive rotation R u (2α) around the oriented axes determined by u, through the angle 2α.
As a consequence we obtain that θ(ǫ) = R i ( 2π n ), θ(j) = R j (π) and D ′ 2n is identified as a dihedral group of order 2n. Note that an abstract dihedral group is generated by two generators E and J subject to relations described in (1) . We often identify all these dihedral groups so in particular
The following simple and useful result allows us to change or modify the action of the group G on the domain S 3 .
are two actions of a finite group G on the 3-sphere S 3 . Suppose that the action γ 1 is free. Then there exists a G-equivariant map f : S 3 → S 3 between these two actions, that is a map such that for each g ∈ G and x ∈ S 3 ,
Proof: The proof of this fact is routine and relies on the fact that S 3 is a 2-connected, γ 1 -free, CW -complex so there are no obstructions to extend equivariantly a map defined on 0-skeleton of S 3 .
are two free actions of a finite group G on the 3-sphere S 3 and let Z be an arbitrary G-space. Then there exists a γ 1 -equivariant map f : S 3 → Z if and only if such a map exists for the γ 2 action.
As an illustration of the use of Proposition 3.2 and its Corollary 3.3 we prove the following proposition which is needed in Section 6. Let us start with a definition. Here is an example of two wG-isomorphic arrangements. Proposition 3.6. Let α = ( 1 n , n−1 n ) and β = ( p n , n−p n ), where p is an integer and 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1. Then the arrangements A(α) and A(β), interpreted as arrangements both in Mat 2×n ∼ = (R 2 ) ⊕n and its subspace W ⊕2 n , are wD 2n -isomorphic.
Proof: Let x i : (R 2 ) ⊕n → R 2 , i = 1, . . . , n be the projection on the i-th factor. Let y j : (R 2 ) ⊕n → R 2 , j = 1, . . . , n be defined by y j = x j+1 + . . . + x j+p . The arrangement A(α) is generated by subspaces Ker(x i ) and similarly, A(β) is generated by Ker(y j ). Then
Hence, A(α) and B(β) are wD 2n -isomorphic with the associated automorphism θ : D 2n → D 2n defined by θ(E) = E and θ(J) = JE −p−1 . Note that if p = 2s − 1 is an odd integer then JE −p−1 = E s JE −s and θ is an inner automorphism of D 2n .
In this section we collect some elementary facts about the group Ω 1 (Q 4n ) of Q 4n -bordism classes of oriented, 1-dimensional Q 4n -manifolds. In light of natural isomorphisms,
see [9] or [12] Lemma 2, the computation of Ω 1 (G) is reduced to evaluation of group homology. On the other hand the Abelization functor G → Ab(G) := G/[G, G] allows us to compute H 1 (X, Z), at least for connected X, as the group Ab(π 1 (X)). In particular we have isomorphisms 
Proof:
The commutativity of the following diagram, cf. [9] , Section III. 20 ,
where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms, allows us to prove the result on the level of homology. Let A := {ǫ 2j } n j=1 be the subgroup of Q 4n generated by ǫ 2 . Since A = [Q 4n , Q 4n ] is the commutator group, it is a normal subgroup of Q 4n . Moreover, since n is an odd number, A ∩ H = {1}. As a consequence one obtains that the following composition of homomorphisms
is an isomorphism. By applying the Abelization functor on this sequence, we obtain that the horizontal, as well as the vertical arrows in the diagram
are also isomorphisms. Hence, the map
The following proposition is obtained by a similar proof. Let ∆ := Q 4n × Z/2 S 1 = Q 4n × Z/4 M 1 where Z/4 and Z/2 are respectively the subgroups of Q 4n generated by j and j 2 , the action of j 2 on S 1 is antipodal and M 1 := Z/4× Z/2 S 1 is the union of two circles C 1 and C 2 . Then [∆] ∈ Ω 1 (Q 4n ) is a nontrivial element.
Proof: All we need, aside from Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, is the well known fact, [9] Section III.20, that the transfer map t :
Transversality, singular sets and G-bordism
The concept of transversality is central for the whole of Differential Topology. The basic facts needed in this paper can be extracted from [11] , Chapter II, [17] Chapter 18, or other standard references. As usual, the relation of transversality is denoted by f ⋔ Z. Here is a list of basic facts. A is called the intersection poset of A. Our choice has the merit that the dimension function d : P A → N, P → dim(P ) is monotone. Keeping in mind the intended applications in this paper, we introduce the following, rather restrictive assumption on the arrangement A. Here are more assumptions on the action of G.
The group G preserves the orientation of both S 3 and V .
A 3 Each P ∈ Max(A) is assigned an orientation in such a way that all these orientations are compatible with the G-action in the sense that the orientation assigned to g(P ) agrees with the orientation induced on g(P ) from P ∈ Max(A) by the map g : P → g(P ).
Remark 5.1. Let Stab(P ) = {g ∈ G | g(P ) = P } be the stabilizer of P ∈ Max(A). Than Stab(P ) acts on P and it is easy to see that all Q in the orbit {g(P )} g∈G of P can be assigned orientations such that the condition A 3 is satisfied if and only if Stab(P ) preserves the orientation on P .
Under assumptions A 1 − A 3 , ∆(f ) is an oriented, 1-dimensional, free G-manifold which therefore defines an element [∆(f )] in the group Ω 1 (G) of oriented G-bordisms, [9] . Proposition 5.2. Under assumptions A 1 − A 3 , the element [∆(f )] ∈ Ω 1 (G) does not depend on the smooth map f . As a consequence if ∆ = ∆(f ) is nontrivial for one smooth function f ⋔ A, then for any continuous function g : S 3 → V , the singular set ∆(g) is nonempty.
Proof: Suppose that f and g are two maps which are both transverse to the arrangement A.
Then ∆(f ) and ∆(g) are both oriented, G-invariant 1-manifolds and we are supposed to show that there exists an oriented G-bordism between them. Let F : S 3 × I → V be a smooth homotopy between f = F (·, 0) and g = F (·, 1), for example F can be obtained by smoothing the linear homotopy G(x, t) := (1 − t)f (x) + tg(x). One can assume that F is transverse to A. Indeed, by assumption on f and g, it is already transverse to A in a neighborhood U of S 3 × {0, 1}. By property F 2 , F can be made transverse to A by a small perturbation outside a compact set V ⊂ U where V is a neighborhood of S 3 × {0, 1}. Then,
is an oriented, G-invariant, 2-manifold, which may have singularities of a very special form. Let us show that these singularities can be removed and that the desingularized manifold ∆ ′ (F ) provides the desired G-bordism between ∆(f ) and ∆(g). Let us note that the singular set S(F ) has the following description
Note that S(F ) is a G-invariant subset of S 3 × I. Also, by the property F 1 , the singular set S(F ) is 0-dimensional. Each C ∈ A of dimension n − 4 is the intersection of 2 or more maximal subspaces in A so let A C := {P ∈ Max(A) | C ⊂ P }. It follows that if x ∈ F −1 (C) is a singular point associated to C, then x is a point where manifolds F −1 (P ), P ∈ A C intersect transversally.
Let D ǫ be a very small disc in F −1 (P ) around x. Let us remove the interior • D ǫ of this disc from ∆(F ) as well as the interiors of all discs of the form g(D ǫ ) for some g ∈ G. Note that the freeness of the action guarantees that D ǫ ∩g(D ǫ ) = ∅ for each g = 1. This means that we enlarged the boundary of ∆(F ) by an oriented 1-dimensional, G-manifold diffeomorphic to the manifold S 1 × G with the obvious G-action. The process of removing discs around singular point can be repeated until we obtain a 2-dimensional, free G-manifold ∆ 1 (F ) with the boundary consisting of ∆(f ), ∆(g) and possibly several copies of G × S 1 . Since G × S 1 is clearly G-cobordant to zero, we can fill the holes with manifolds of the form G × D 2 , (S 1 = ∂(D 2 )) and eventually arrive at the desired G-cobordism ∆ ′ (F ) between ∆(f ) and ∆(g). This shows that ∆ = [∆(f )] is a well defined element in Ω 1 (G), independent of f ⋔ A. Suppose that ∆ = 0 and ∆(g) = ∅ for some continuous, G-equivariant map g : S 3 → V . Then there exists a smooth ǫ-approximation h of g such that h ⋔ A. If ǫ is small enough then ∆(h) = ∅ which is in contradiction with ∆ = [∆(h)] = 0.
6 Partitions by 2-fans Theorem 6.1. Suppose that n and p are two positive integers such that n = 2k − 1 for some k and 1 ≤ p ≤ n − 1. Let α = ( p n , q n ) where p + q = n. Then there does not exist a Q 4n -equivariant map F : S 3 → (W n ) ⊕2 \ ∪A(α).
Proof: According to Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 it is sufficient to prove the theorem in the case p = 1. By identifying the space W := (W n ) ⊕2 with an appropriate linear subspace of the vector space Mat := Mat 2×n (R) of all 2 by n matrices, we may view A(α) as an arrangement in the latter space. Note that W is D 2n -invariant, hence Q 4n -invariant subspace of Mat, actually W is precisely the orthogonal complement to the linear space of all D 2n -fixed points in Mat. The action of D 2n on Mat is orientation preserving. Indeed, if Mat ∼ = R 2 ⊕ R 2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ R 2 = ⊕ n i=1 L i is the column decomposition of Mat, then D 2n acts essentially by permuting 2-dimensional subspaces L i . This shows that the condition A 2 from Section 5 is satisfied. Let π i : Mat → R 2 be an orthogonal projection on L i ∼ = R 2 and let S i := π −1 i (0) ⊂ Mat. Then, since α = ( p n , q n ) = ( 1 n , n−1 n ), the subspaces in A(α) of maximum dimension are the spaces R i := W ∩S i , i = 1, . . . , n. It follows that the condition A 1 is also satisfied. Finally, since Stab(R 1 ) = {I, JE} ∼ = Z/2 and JE fixes all vectors in R 1 , the condition A 3 in Section 5 and Proposition 5.2 is also fulfilled.
In order to apply Proposition 5.2, one is supposed to select carefully a Q 4n -equivariant map f : S 3 → W transverse to the arrangement A(α), compute the associated singular set ∆(f ) and show that the corresponding element [∆(f )] ∈ Ω 1 (Q 4n ) is nontrivial.
In the construction of the map f , we will use both the smooth and a simplicial model for the sphere S 3 . As a complex vector space, the quaternions have the decomposition H ∼ = C (1) ⊕ C (2) where 1, i ∈ C (1) and j, k ∈ C (2) . Each unit quaternion q ∈ S 3 has a unique decomposition of the form q = (cos α)q 1 + (sin α)q 2 where 0 ≤ α ≤ π 2 and q 1 and q 2 are unit quaternions in C (1) and C (2) respectively. This simple observation is at the root of the well known join decomposition S 3 ∼ = S 1 (1) * S 1 (2) where S 1 (1) and S 1 (2) are respectively the unit circles in C (1) and C (2) . Let P (1) and P (2) be regular polygons in C (1) and C (2) with respective vertices a p := cos pπ n + i sin pπ n and b q := j cos qπ n − k sin qπ n k for p, q = 0, . . . , 2n − 1. This enumeration of vertices of the polygon P (2) = conv{b q } n q=1 is chosen because we work with left actions and we want to have b q = ja q . The (simplicial) join P := P (1) * P (2) is a triangulation of the sphere S 3 . We shall construct a simplicial map f : P → W which is Q 4n -equivariant. Although strictly speaking f is not a smooth map, ∆(f ) still provides the information needed for an application of Proposition 5.2. Indeed, one can from the start interpret P as a smooth triangulation of S 3 or alternatively recall that there is no essential difference between the smooth and P L category in dimension 3 so in particular all results in Section 5 remain valid for P L-manifolds.
Each L i ∼ = R 2 (i) in the column decomposition Mat = ⊕ n i=1 L i is identified with the complex plane C = C (i) . Choose a nonzero vector v 0 ∈ L 1 = C (1) . Then v i := ǫ 2i v 0 are vertices of a regular n-gon E n in L 1 = C (1) .
Caveat: As before we allow the indices p, q etc. of vertices a p , b q of the complex P to range over all integers and assume that x p = x p ′ whenever p = 2n p ′ are congruent modulo 2n. Similarly, the indices j of vertices v j also range over Z with the convention that v i = v j if i = n j.
We want to have f (ǫa 0 ) = Ef (a 0 ) = ǫ 2 · f (a 0 ) so f (a 0 ) is defined by
The condition f (g · a 0 ) = g · f (a 0 ) forces us to define f (a p ) = f (ǫ p a 0 ) and f (b q ) = f (j · a q ) by
so for example,
The map f , already defined as a Q 4n -equivariant map on the set of vertices of P = P (1) * P (2) , admits a unique simplicial extension on the whole of P . Let us show that f is Q 4n -equivariant. This will follow once we convince ourselves that P = P (1) * P (2) is a free Q 4n -complex. Note that a 3-simplex σ = a p a p+1 b q b q+1 ∈ P is uniquely reconstructed from its label l(σ) = (p, q) ∈ Z/2n × Z/2n. The induced action of Q 4n on the set Z/2n × Z/2n of labels of all 3-simplices is obviously free since ǫ(p, q) = (p + 1, q − 1) and j(p, q) = (q + n, p). Indeed if for example jǫ m (p, q) = (p, q), then (q − m + n, p + m) = (p, q) which implies p = 2n p + n, a contradiction.
Let us determine the singular set ∆(f ) ⊂ P of f , proving along the way that f is transverse to the arrangement A. The maximal subspaces in the arrangement A are R i = Ker(π i ) ∩ W where π i : Mat → L i is the projection. Then,
It is sufficient to determine O := (π 1 • f ) −1 (0) as a (left) Z/4-manifold. Indeed, the stabilizer of
Then O is a Stab(R 1 )-manifold and because of (10), ∆(f ) ∼ = Q 4n × Z/4 O as a (left) Q 4n -manifold.
Note that π i f (a p ) = v p+i−1 and π i f (b q ) = v q+n−i for all i = 1, . . . , n. Hence, for i = 1
A triangle a p a p+1 b q ∈ P = P (1) * P (2) is called good if it intersects O = (π 1 • f ) −1 (0) i.e. if and only if
Similarly, a triangle
Note that if a p a p+1 b q is a good triangle, then the same property have the triangles
Let us show that the 1-manifold O is actually the union of two circles, O = C 1 ∪ C 1 . The triangle a 0 a 1 b k , where n = 2k − 1, intersects one of these circles, say C 1 while the triangle a 0 a 1 b 3k−1 = a 0 a 1 b n+k intersects the other. Actually the circles, connected components of O, are in 1-1 correspondence with chains of consecutive triangles of the form (13) . It is than easy to check that there are precisely two such chains. Alternatively, one can show that both a p a p+1 b q and a p+1 b q b q+1 are good triangles if and only if either q − p = k or q − p = n + k = 3k − 1.
Then, if both a p a p+1 b q and a p+1 b q b q+1 are labelled by (p, q) ∈ Z/2n × Z/2n, then the set L ∆ of labels of all good triangles is described as
where θ : Z/2n × Z/2n → Z/2n is the map defined by θ(p, q) = q − p. In this representation the sets of labels θ −1 (k) and θ −1 (3k − 1) correspond to circles C 1 and C 2 respectively. The meaning of labels becomes even more transparent if we observe that the triangles a p a p+1 b q and a p+1 b q b q+1 are faces of a common 3-simplex σ (p,q) = a p a p+1 b q b q+1 ∈ P . Note also that if γ : Z/2n × Z/2n → Z/n is the map defined by γ(p, q) = [θ(p, q)] mod n , then the decomposition ∆(f ) = ∪ n i=1 γ −1 (i) corresponds to the decomposition (10) of the singular set ∆(f ). A consequence of this analysis is that ∆(f ) is, as an oriented Q 4n -manifold, isomorphic to Q 4n × Z/2 S 1 . Hence, by Corollary 4.3, [∆(f )] is a nontrivial element ∆ of Ω 1 (Q 4n ). By Proposition 5.2, ∆(g) is nonempty for each continuous, Q 4n -equivariant map g : S 3 → (W n ) ⊕2 , i.e. there does not exist a Q 4n -equivariant map g : S 3 → (W n ) ⊕2 \ A(α). This completes the proof of the theorem. Theorem 6.2. Suppose that α = (s, t) is vector in R 2 such that s + t = 1 and s, t > 0. Then any collection of three proper measures µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 on the sphere S 2 admits an α-partition by a 2-fan p = (x; l 1 , l 2 ). In other words,
Proof: A simple limit and compactness argument shows that A 3,2 is a closed subspace of T := {(s, t) ∈ R 2 | s + t = 1 and s, t > 0}. Hence it is sufficient to show that S ⊂ A 3,2 for a dense subset S ⊂ T . Let (s, t) = ( p n , q n ), where n is an odd number. In order to show that ( p n , q n ) ∈ A 3,2 it is sufficient, according to Proposition 2.2, to show that there does not exist a D 2n -equivariant map f : V 2 (R 3 ) → (W n ) ⊕2 \ A(α). In light of Proposition 3.1 applied on X = S 3 , G = Q 4n and H = Z/2, this is precisely the statement of Theorem 6.1.
Partitions by 3-fans
The central part of the proof of Theorem 6.1 was the construction of a special, Q 4n -equivariant map f : S 3 → W n and the evaluation of its singular set ∆(f ). A similar strategy is applied in the case of partitions by 3-fans. Unfortunately, the invariant ∆ = [∆(f )] ∈ Ω 1 (Q 4n ) turns out to be zero in this case, Proposition 7.1. We nevertheless reproduce here this computation for two reasons. The combinatorial details appear to be interesting in themselves and, since the first obstruction to the existence of an equivariant map vanishes, we expect that they may be useful in the computation of the secondary obstruction. Secondly, the evaluation of ∆ in the case of 3-partitions provides a neat example what in principle can "go wrong" with this approach. We keep the same notation as before so in particular H ∼ = C (1) ⊕ C (2) and S 3 = S 1 (1) * S 1 (2) while P = P (1) * P (2) is the triangulation of the 3-sphere obtained as the join of regular (2n)gons P (1) and P (2) in C (1) and C (2) respectively. The indexing of vertices {a p } 2n p=1 of P (1) is also unchanged so as before a p = ǫ p a 0 = cos pπ n + i sin pπ n . However, the enumeration of vertices {b q } 2n q=1 of P (2) = j(P (1) ) is different. In order to make the calculations more transparent we assume that ja p = b q is equivalent to p + q = n + 1 (mod 2n) or in other words ja p = b n−p+1 for each p = 0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1. From here one easily deduces the following equalities
Let v i = e i − (1/n) n j+1 e j , i = 1, . . . , n be the vertices of the regular, D 2n -invariant simplex in W n . Let f ′ : P (0) → W n be the map defined on the 0-skeleton
Let f : P → W n be the simplicial extension of f ′ on the complex P = P (1) * P (2) ∼ = S 3 . Then,
which means that f ′ is Q 4n -equivariant. As in the proof of Theorem 6.2, f ′ is extended to a unique Q 4n -equivariant, simplicial map
The next step is to determine the associated singular set
Let us write the defining equations (2) and (3) for L(α) in the special case α = ( p n , q n , r n ). If P := p and Q := p + q then the equations z 1 = z 2 = z 3 = 0 can be rewritten as
In light of the condition z 1 + z 2 + z 3 = 0, one of the equations in (19) An example of a good triangle is a 2n a 1 b P +1 which intersects O precisely in the point c = (r/n)a 2n + (p/n)a 1 + (q/n)b P +1 ∈ P . More generally, it is easily verified that if x i y j z k is a good triangle such that i ∈ P, j ∈ Q and k ∈ R, then c = (p/n)x i + (q/n)y j + (r/n)z k is the unique point in x i y j z k which intersects O. This observation is essentially all we need for the proof of Claim 1 and at the same time it shows that the map f is transverse to L(α). Two good triangles are called adjacent if they are faces of a common 3-simplex in P . They are in the same component if they can be connected by a chain of adjacent triangles. It turns out that Figure 2 :
the set Γ of all good triangles falls apart into 2 components, Γ = Γ 1 ∪ Γ 2 . The first component Γ 1 , the one that contains the triangle a 2n a 1 b P +1 , is partially tabulated by (20) . The list for the second component Γ 2 is obtained from by (20) by formally interchanging the letters a and b.
For example a 2n a 1 b Q+n and a P +1 b 2n b 1 are in Γ 2 , while a Q+n b 2n b 1 and a 2n a 1 b P +1 are in Γ 1 .
. . . a P a P +1 bn a P +1 bnb n+1 a P +1 bnb n+1 . . .
. . . 
Proposition 7.1. Suppose that n is odd, α = ( p n , q n , r n ) and the integers p, q, r are pairwise distinct. Then the obstruction element ∆ = [∆(f )] ∈ Ω 1 (Q 4n ) is zero, where ∆(f ) is the singular set of the map f : S 3 → W n described by (16) and (17) . Moreover, under these conditions the first obstruction for the existence of a Q 4n -equivariant map f : S 3 → W n \ ∪A(α) also vanishes.
Proof: The assumptions on n and α guarantee that the conditions A 1 − A 3 of Proposition 5.2 are satisfied. The analysis of the singular set ∆(f ) reveals that ∆(f ) ∼ = Q 4n × S 1 as a Q 4n -set, hence ∆ = [∆(f )] ∈ Ω 1 (Q 4n ) is a trivial element.
The first obstruction to the existence of an equivariant map g : S 3 → W n \A(α) is an element ω ∈ H 2 Q 4n (S 3 , π 1 (W n \ A(α))). Condition A 1 implies that A := π 1 (W n \ A(α)) ∼ = H 1 (W n \ A(α); Z) ∼ = Z 2n .
As a D 2n -module, A ∼ = D 2n × Z is isomorphic to the regular representation of D 2n over Z. This means that as a Q 4n -module, A ∼ = Q 4n × Z/2 Z for an appropriate subgroup Z/2 ⊂ Q 4n . It follows that H 2 Q 4n (S 3 , A) ∼ = H 2 Z/2 (S 3 , Z) by the "extensions of scalars" isomorphism, [7] . By eqivariant Poincaré duality, [26] , H 2 Z/2 (S 3 , Z 2 ) ∼ = H Z/2 1 (S 3 , Z) and the obstruction class ω corresponds to the classω ∈ H Z/2 1 (S 3 , Z 2 ) represented by two circles. Finally, the triviality ofω follows from the geometric fact that two circles represent a trivial element in H Z/2 1 (S 3 , Z) ∼ = H Z/2 1 (S 3 , Z) ∼ = Ω 1 (Z/2).
